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From: "Fiona Martin' <fmartin@scu.edu.au > 
To: <peterh@nor.com.au > 
Sent: Tuesday, 12 November 2002 9:07 AM 
Subject: interview this week? 

Hi Peter- 
ti?iWtsenfluiis3esterday, with the rough brief for the docos Kath and I are making attached, but the email 
bounced baeLwilh a virus message ... though the document is clean. Must be Nornet's overzealous protection 
devjielow is an éirly rundöwn Of what4he-docorwe?e suppose tobiábbui(althouh thèdetii[h1 
Bëëome clearer over the past couple of months) and some of the ideas I'm interested in explorin. 

Ul 
I'd imagine our interview would have two aspects. The first would be about your personal jodrney into 
community and the changes you've undergone as a consequence of that choice. I'd also ask you here why you (4) 
decided to move to the coast, even thoujh you retain your membership of Bod/hi Farm. 

31 	3.t 
I'm particularly interested in any philolophers, writers or other thinkers who inspired you then and now. Also, 
any events on your place which shifted your ideas about communitarianism. I wonder too whether you see the 
post-Aquarian communities as a vibrant, sustainable venture or as Leigh Davison remarks in Bill Metcalf s 
book "a bunch of ageing, middle-class baby boomers with Buddhist tendencies trying to maintain a toehold on 
the 1960's"? 

I'm also interested in teasing out the central philosophical struggles around intentional community which centre 

-' 
on the individual vs the communal, internal v external focus (and the permeability of boundaries), the ethical vs 
the prescriptive, and the tension between "being" and "doing". 

The second aspect would be your ideas about the practical legacies of the post Aquarian communities in this 
region, and elsewhere if you feel you can comment. These may include things such as 
popularisinglmainstreaming certain environmental concepts (eg. permaculture, LETs ), or, as Carol Perry 
indicated yesterday, developing techniques for conflict resolution, ways of building 'community glue" (eg. 

(%\ through ritual). On the other hand you may think communitarianism has had littlets impacted on the 
Australian culture, society, politics etc. 
Talk to you tomorrow morning. 

Fiona 

Sanctuary 

This series of radio programs for ABC Radio National's Ltfe  Matters and 
Radio Eye, and Triple J's Morning Show is looking at the breadth and 
scope of Australia's post Aquarius intentional communities - spiritual 
communities, artists colonies, counter-culture and land-sharing 
communes, permaculture collectives, and eco-villages. 
The Life  Matters series of 6 twenty minute programs looks at the 
pragmatics of building intentional communities in the new millermium, 
with an eye to the lessons of the past thirty years. The Radio Eye 
documentary is a philosophical journey into the changing nature of 
intentional communities in the Northern Rivers region ofNSW, and the 
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feature for Triple J's Morning Show investigates young people's feelings 
about growing up on land-sharing communities. L4 0t L&1 	t,dot. 

Idealism, sweat and compromise have spawned dozens, perhaps hundreds 
of intentional communities in Australia. Some are vibrant, some are barely 
off the plan and others are winding down. Kath Duncan and Fiona Martin 
are looking to explore their utopian roots with those people who were 
prepared to bring their visions to a site and work together for common 

j7 

goals. We're interested in yourjourriey into
"K 

 sanctuary
/(
. g 

The media has at least been partly responsible for portrayals of 
fl3\)  community living as only for ideological recluses, arty weirdos or 

dysftinctional types who can't handle 'the real world' - wherever that is! 
We want to do it differently. We want to explore why intentional 
communities are axvibrant,  growing alternative, and why they tend to 
happen outside of cities. Lots of people living outside communities think 
they know all about whait it must be like, when it's likely they've only 
heard fragments of myth. We understand that communities can be 
publicity shy. That's why we're getting in touch with you now, so that we 
can work with you to njejhjppn informative and constructive radio 
series. This piece will Tj5Tdd'êthe idea that alternative lifestyles are 

,trangp, dated or unsiitstainable. The irony is that many communitarians 
itt€Yttk957iducated, middle class professionals - exactly the people who Oo). 

listen to Radio National and Triple-J. 

For a start we'd like your permission for Kath, andlor Fiona to join you in 
your community for a few days and see what it's like to live the 
experience. We'd like to help out with cooking, working, whatever gets 
done in your neck of the woods to keep things running. While we're with 

,. you we'd like to find out how you organise yourselves with food, money, 
sewerage, power, the laws, educating your kids and so forth - the 
practicalities of daily living. We want to make it clear that We're expecting 
individual stories; we're not into grand statements on behalf of 
communities. We're quite happy with opposing viewpoints to illustrate our 
different approach - we do not have to portray residents as all agreeing, as 
all having the same views: there is no correct line. In our research we've 
discovered that most media treatment of communities is fairly superficial 
but we're interested in depth, your personal philosophies and visions.. 
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Kath has been a journalist, primarily in radio, for 20 years. She has lived 
on the far north coast of NSW for six years, after happily escaping Sydney 
at the age of 35. She has made programs looking at alternative lifestyles, 
women's issues, body issues and disabilities. Kath is considering buying 
into an intentional community herself, having keen interests in 
revegetation, and alternative sewerage, water and power systems. 

Fiona teaches journalism and radio at Southern Cross University in 
Lismore, and before that worked with ABC Radio networks and 
community radio stations from Sydney to Bourke. She has lived near the 
village of Clunes on the NSW north coast for six years, where she and her 
partner are slowly trying to regenerate rainforest on 10 acres. 

We are working with two researchers who live on community in Northern 
NSW. Lisa Yeates is a political activist, musician and an early member of 
Tuntable Falls community. Nell Cook is a writer and academic who has 
seen her children and now grandchildren grow upon community. 

We'd like to record the insights and experiences of key peopleinvolved in 
j' the set-up of your community, as well as those people who have grown up 

within the lifestyle, to create the ftillest possible picture of what it's like to 
live this way. We'd like to record most conversations on location at your 
community, as fireside musings, on walks around the property or perhaps 
as part of councils or community meetings. 

If you are willing to speak to us, we are looking at visiting your 
community in November and December. We'd like to know what you'd 
like from us to make this happen: more information, phone contact, 
whether we should bring our own camping gear, or food etc. 

Our contacts: 

Kath Duncan: ph: 02 6689 5136, mobile: 0414 399 800 
email: kmd@ozemail.com.au  

Fiona Martin: ph: 02 6620 3126 (WK) ,02 66 29 1122 (H) 
email: thiartin@scu.edu.au  
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S anctuary 
This series of radio programs for ABC Radio National's L?fe  Matters and Radio 
Eye, and Triple J's Morning Show is looking at the breadth and scope of Australia's 
post Aquarius intentional communities - spiritual communities, artists colonies, 
counter-culture and land-sharing communes, permaculture collectives, and eco-
villages. 

The Life Matters series of 6 twenty minute programs looks at the pragmatics of 
building intentional communities in the new millennium, with an eye to the lessons 
of the past thirty years. The Radio Eye documentary is a philosophical journey into 
the changing nature of intentional communities in the Northern Rivers region of 
NSW, and the feature for Triple J's Morning Show investigates young people's 
feelings about growing up on land-sharing communities. 

Idealism, sweat and compromise have spawned dozens, perhaps hundreds of 
intentional communities in Australia. Some are vibrant, some are barely off the 
plan and others are winding down. Kath Duncan and Fiona Martin are looking to 
explore theft utopian roots with those people who were prepared to bring their 
visions to a site and work together for common goals. We're interested in your 
journey into sanctuary. 

The media has at least been partly responsible for portrayals of community living 
as only for ideological recluses, arty weirdos or dysfunctional types who can't 
handle 'the real world' - wherever that is! We want to do it differently. We want to 
explore why intentional communities are a vibrant, growing alternative, and why 
they tend to happen outside of cities. Lots of people living outside communities 
think they know all about what it must be like, when it's likely they've only heard 
fragments of myth. We understand that communities can be publicity shy. That's 
why we're getting in touch with you now, so that we can work with you to make 
this an informative and constructive radio series. This piece will explode the idea 
that alternative lifestyles are strange, dated or unsustainable. The irony is that many 
communitarians are tertiary educated, middle class professionals - exactly the 
people who listen to Radio National and Triple-J. 

For a start we'd like your permission for Kath, and/or Fiona to join you in your 
community for a few days and see what it's like to live the experience. We'd like to 
help out with cooking, working, whatever gets done in your neck of the woods to 
keep things running. WMle we're with you we'd like to find out how you organise 
yourselves with food, money, sewerage, power, the laws, educating your kids and 
so forth - the practicalities of daily living. We want to make it clear that we're 
expecting individual stories; we're not into grand statements on behalf of 
communities. We're quite happy with opposing viewpoints to illustrate our different 
approach - we do not have to portray residents as all agreeing, as all having the 
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same views: there is no correct line. In our research we've discovered that most 
media treatment of communities is fairly superficial but we're interested in depth, 
your personal philosophies and visions. 

Kath has been a journalist, primarily in radio, for 20 years. She has lived on the far 
north coast of NSW for six years, after happily escaping Sydney at the age of 35. 
She has made programs looking at alternative lifestyles, women's issues, body 
issues and disabilities. Kath is considering buying into an intentional community 
herself, having keen interests in revegetation, and alternative sewerage, water and 
power systems. 

Fiona teaches journalism and radio at Southern Cross University in Lismore, and 
before that worked with ABC Radio networks and community radio stations from 
Sydney to Bourke. She has lived near the village of Clunes on the NSW north coast 
for six years, where she and her partner are slowly trying to regenerate rainforest on 
10 acres. 

We are working with two researchers who live on community in Northern NSW. 
Lisa Yeates is a political activist, musician and an early member of Tuntable Falls 
community. Nell Cook is a writer and academic who has seen her children and now 
grandchildren grow upon community. 

We'd like to record the insights and experiences of key people involved in the set-
up of your community, as well as those people who have grown up within the 
lifestyle, to create the fullest possible picture of what it's like to live this way. We'd 
like to record most conversations on location at your community, as fireside 
musings, on walks around the property or perhaps as part of councils or community 
meetings. 

If you are willing to speak to us, we are looking at visiting your community in 
November and December. We'd like to know what you'd like from us to make this 
happen: more information, phone contact, whether we should bring our own 
camping gear, or food etc. 

Our contacts: 

Kath Duncan: ph: 02 6689 5136, mobile: 0414 399 800 email: kmdozemaiI.com.au  

Fiona Martin: ph: 02 6620 3126 (wk), 0266 29 1122 (h) 
email: fitiartin@scu.edu.au  
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